
 

Sample card for 2013 Fenner Hill-Texas Scramble-all hit tee shot, choose one, bring all balls to that point and play your own ball in. Need 2 best 

balls per hole and 2 drives per player. Note on the card above, check marks indicate the 2 drives per player. Holes 1-9 are scored as we would like 

you to score. These rounds will not be posted, no need to write in all 4 scores-only write in the 2 you’ll use.  NOTE HOLE # 10-5/4, 6/5, 4/3, 6/4-

PLEASE DO NOT DO THIS. This makes the card very difficult to read. Write in the gross score only, then add the 2 best balls gross and then subtract 

the dots on the 2 gross balls used and write in the score for 2 best balls net in the gross and net boxes provided below.  NOTE HOLE # 11-This team 

chose to write in all 4 scores, but did not circle the 2 they intended to use. Per our scoring policy, as we cannot ascertain which 2 were used we 

must take the 2 higher net scores. NOTE on hole #2, only 2 gross scores were written. The gross score brought down is correct but this team did not 

give themselves the correct net score. Per our scoring policy, we can ascertain which two balls were used so the net score is corrected from 7 to 6. 

NOTE HOLE # 12-For those of you who insist on writing all 4 scores in-rather you didn’t but if you do, the 2 used are circled so we can see they were 

used and those scores stand.  Really, it would be easier, neater, less chance for error, etc if you would PLEASE only write down the 2 scores being 

used. The team made an error adding gross, but again, you are not responsible for addition. We do appreciate teams keeping 2 cards and double 

checking the math. The scoring committee had to change the net total on hole # 11 per OSWGA scoring policy thus the net total changed.  There 

will be calculators at the scoring table and most smart phones have them-feel free to use at the end of your round. Thanks and good luck! 


